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Coming in May: NURSES WEEK! 

In 1974, President Nixon proclaimed a "National Nurse Week."  Then in 1981, a 
resolution was initiated by nurses in New Mexico to have May 6th declared 
"National Recognition Day for Nurses."  This proposal was promoted by the 
American Nurses Association's Board of Directors and in 1982, with a joint 
resolution, the United States Congress designated May 6th to be "National 
Recognition Day for Nurses."  The proposal was signed by President Reagan, 
making May 6 the official "National Recognition Day for Nurses."  It was later 
expanded by the ANA’s Board of Directors in 1990 to a week-long celebration 
(May 6-12) known as "National Nurses Week." 

Whatever you call it or whenever it is celebrated, the work that nurses do and 
the positive effect of nursing on the health and welfare of all is formally 
acknowledged each spring.  But nursing’s impact stretches long into the past 
and will reach long into the future, and all of us as nurses are a part of that 
amazing impact.  Whether you work directly with patients or in a role that 
influences the work others do, as a nurse you are part of a powerful and 
formidable group, strengthened by tradition and powered by compassion.  We 
are privileged to wish a Happy Nurses Week to all of our nurse colleagues!  

SAVE THE DATE! 
 

The Midwest MSD Approved Provider 
Training will be held on August 22, 2016 in 

Jefferson City.  We are moving to a new 
location due to our phenomenal growth.  

The training event will be held at the 
Capitol Plaza Hotel (415 W. McCarty Street, 

Jefferson City).  Your input is vital!  Email 
questions and topic suggestions you have to 

Sara at sara@midwestnurses.org.  Please 
submit by May 6 so that the planning 

committee can consider those suggestions 
as development of the activity is in 

progress.   
More information on the Training will be 

forthcoming! 

 

QUALITY QUOTES 
    

  Quality attracts quality.  People want to be 
  on a good show.  
                                                   -  Oscar Nun͂ez 

   Quality is like buying oats.  If you want nice, 
 clean, fresh oats, you must pay a fair price.   
 However, if you can be satisfied with the oats 
 that have already been through the horse, that 

 comes a little cheaper.     
      
                     - Unknown 

 

http://www.midwestnurses.org


AUDIENCE RESPONSE SYSTEMS 
HIGH TECH ALTERNATIVES TO ‘CLICKERS’ 

 

As part of the 2015 ANCC changes, there is a fresh emphasis on learner engagement strategies, as reflected in the 
new Educational Planning Form.  One strategy for encouraging learner engagement is the use of an audience 
response system.  As few as 5 years ago, audience response systems were purchased devices – ‘clickers’ – 
distributed to activity attendees for use in quizzes, surveys and even the evaluation process.  The clicker systems also 
required software that handled the tallying, recording and displaying of results within the program (typically 
PowerPoint) used by the presenter. 
 

Today’s audience response systems are web-based or application-based, capable of multiple question formats and 
may even allow video or image uploads.  Some create virtual classrooms; others allow presenters to create questions 
on the fly.  Dozens are available – just Google “audience response systems” and a multitude of possibilities can be 
found.  Most are applicable to both K-12 education and adult education platforms.  Choosing a system that works for 
your Provider Unit is dependent on how you are able to utilize the system, how much money is available to invest, 
and what system capabilities are needed or desired.   
 

Audience response systems are a form of gamification in the classroom.  Long a staple of pedagogy, gamification is 
being increasingly used in adult learning to engage and motivate learners to achieve their goals, feeding on the 
desire for an individual to achieve as long as it appeals to their sense of excitement.  Utilizing competition and 
rewards, even if only the thrill of seeing one’s user name at the top of a leaderboard (getting the answer first), taps 
into the adult learner’s desire for status and achievement.  A form of extrinsic motivation, gamification in learning 
can increase interest and attention as well as satisfy the adult need for appreciation (getting the answer right). 
 

The use of audience response systems can not only provide an opportunity to engage learners, but can also be a 
method for conducting formative evaluation of learners in real time.  Formative evaluation allows attendees to 
provide feedback to the presenter on their understanding of content and their ability to apply that information 
during the course of the activity, which gives the presenter an immediate opportunity to adjust or refocus content to 
learner’s needs.  The measurement of learning outcomes in the form of quiz questions, surveys, or other ‘live’ 
measures is a form of formative evaluation, and can be a powerful tool for planners to compile outcome measure 
results to judge the effectiveness of an activity.  The ease of use of audience response systems and the anonymous 
nature of responses can add weight and meaning to answers provided by attendees.   

Costs:  Costs for audience response systems vary widely, depending on what capabilities and volume you 
need.  Free versions are available for many systems, which usually means a limited numbers of questions per 
presentation (Mentimeter), a limited number of class participants (Poll Everywhere, Socrative) and/or 
limited connectivity options, requiring an app download or add-in (Participoll).  MQlicker and Kahoot offer 
extensive free options.  Beyond basic free options, monthly, quarterly or annual costs range from quite 
reasonable to quite expensive indeed, giving you wide-ranging support features and/or customer service. 

Compatibility/Availability:  Web-based wireless connectivity is required for all audience response systems.  
Classrooms with poor or spotty web connections will not be able to reliably utilize most systems.  Presenter 
tools for preparing question banks and compiling answer graphs are often applications that must be 
downloaded prior to use of the system, and can be used with any web browser.  Some systems require the 
use of a PowerPoint add-in, which may not be permitted by the IT departments of many facilities.   Other IT 
issues may arise, since some facilities block or limit the use of third-party services like those hosting audience 
response systems.  Learners may be required to download an app to participate, or be able to access a web 
browser, use a QR code or a permalink.  Most modern mobile devices (cell phones, tablets, e-readers) are 
compatible with audience response systems using apps or text-based web browsing, and the majority of 
systems allow users to create their own user name for anonymity.  If you have an IT department or IT expert 
at your facility, solicit his/her expertise to help you navigate the websites and determine which may best 
serve your activities, your presenters and your learners.  

 



ROCKIN’ WITH THE REVIEWERS 
The Nurse Peer Review Team members share best practices 

 

 

By a large margin, the most common omissions and errors confronting the Nurse Peer Review Team on both 
individual activity applications and Approved Provider application sample activity documentation occur with the 
Bio/COI or COI-only forms.  Missing check marks, missing dates, missing signatures, wrong person signatures and 
missing credentials all occur much more often than we would like to see.  It is the responsibility of the Nurse Planner 
for that activity to thoroughly review each COI form submitted for planners and presenters for completeness and 
clarity – that’s what you are attesting you have done when you add your signature to the form.  You are encouraged 
to be diligent about missing information, to add credentials if a presenter left them off the first line of the form, or to 
call a presenter who does not make it clear what relationship he/she has with a commercial interest that may result 
in a conflict of interest, as in the example here: 
 
 

Without 
more 
information, 
there is no 
way to tell: 
1) what type 
of company 
Franti 
Medical is,  
2) who has 
the relation- 
ship with 
Franti - the presenter or her spouse, and 3) what the nature of that relationship is – is she paid to be a consultant, or 
is it a voluntary position?  The answers to all three can be deciding factors in determining whether a conflict of 
interest is present or not.  But despite the directions at the top of the grid, many planners and presenters give no 
more than the name of a company or organization, as shown here.  As reviewers, we would expect to see a note 
from the Nurse Planner reviewing a form like this – more than just a check mark saying “Not Applicable”.  At the very 
least, the NP should be contacting the presenter and asking for more information, and then documenting those 
details on the form for the activity file.   
   
 

Approved Provider 
Conference Call Etiquette 

 The Midwest MSD staff has very much enjoyed the conference 
calls with Approved Providers – your questions are on point and it 
is so helpful to everyone to hear about best practices utilized in 
other Units. We hope you have found the calls useful and 
informative as well!   
 
Please, as a courtesy to your colleagues, MUTE your line when not 
actively asking a question or sharing with the group.  It is very 
difficult to hear when background noise and voices are present.  
   
Want a giggle?  Check out this YouTube video about conference 
calls, sent to us by Kelley and Monica at Washington University’s 
APU:  

https://youtu.be/DYu_bGbZiiQ 
 

   It’s a hoot!  And so true… 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

“I don’t care if your cat  
‘does his business’ there – you 
can’t deduct the litter box as a 

business expense.” 

IRS 



PUTTING THE ‘LIKE’ IN LIKERT  
Making Likert scale labels upbeat and meaningful 

 

Now that evaluation tools can be developed in any format that provides useful information to planners, why not 
consider shaking up your Likert scales?  Have you used these scale labels on your Likert answers? 

Strongly Agree – Agree – Neutral – Disagree – Strongly Disagree 

Excellent – Good – Fair – Poor 

Satisfactory – Unsatisfactory 

Always – Sometimes - Never 

While the above are all perfectly useful (yawn), do you think that nurses who attend your activities regularly are 
actually reading the scale labels, or just glancing at them?   Some Provider Units have reached outside the box and 
are offering their learners more interesting, fun and/or eye-catching scale labels that elevate their evaluation tools.  
Check out these new Likert scale labels submitted by some of your peers: 

Absolutely  -  YES  -  Neutral  -  NO 

(self-reporting question on knowledge gained) 

I learned a lot!  -  I learned some!  -  I need more help! 
(self-reporting question on knowledge gained) 

No sweat!  -  It’s uncomfortable but I’ll do it  -  Procrastinate as long as I can - Run and Hide 

(questions on comfort with new skills learned in Preceptor class) 

LOVE it!  -  Like it  -  Ho Hum  -  Yuck! 

(ranking a new patient assessment tool) 

She rocked!  -  She was good  -  She didn’t hold my interest  -  Meh 

(rating a presenter’s effectiveness) 

Awesome  -  Average  -  Adequate 

(rating a setting for an activity) 

Can’t wait to get started  -  I’ll need more practice time  -  Do I have to? 

(question on integrating a new process) 

As you can see, upping the ante on Likert scale labels can be quite moderate changes, or more “out there” – it’s up 
to you!  Anything that encourages learners to stop, read and provide thoughtful answers can only improve the 
quality of responses for your planning committees.   What new labels could YOU use? 

 

 

 

 (Many thanks to Crystal Belsher of Mercy Hospital St. Louis, Ellen Kisling of Children’s Mercy Hospital Kansas City and Kelly 
Schwartz of Barnes-Jewish Hospital St. Louis, as well as those who wished to remain anonymous, for allowing us to share 

their innovative Likert scale labels!) 

Historical trivia note:  The Likert scale question was invented by educator and psychologist 
Rensis Likert in his PhD thesis at Columbia University in 1932.  His scale was a 1 to 5 

ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”, to identify the extent of a person’s 
beliefs, attitudes and feelings toward international affairs.  He had no idea how 

widespread the use of his scale would become. 

 



NOTES FROM THE ANNUAL REPORTS 
What’s in YOUR template? 

 

Has it been some time since you have assessed the templates you use for brochures, handouts, disclosures and/or 
certificates of completion?  Reviewing the Annual Reports submitted by each Provider Unit has given us the 
opportunity to see a ‘snapshot’ of each Unit’s processes.  Some issues noted on multiple sample activities:   

 the use of “MONA”  or “Missouri Nurses Association” instead of Midwest MSD by Missouri APUs,  

 the use of “Master Code #” instead of Midwest MSD Provider Approval # by Nebraska APUs, and 

 the use of “NNA” or “Nebraskas Nurses Association” in approval statements or other locations by Nebraska 
APUs 

 
The use of “Midwest MSD” or “Midwest Multistate Division” in approval statements and other locations became 
madatory in January of 2015.   This wording should be used on all certificates, marketing materials, webpages, and 
other documents that refer to the Approved Provider's ANCC/Midwest MSD approval status.   
 
In addition to templates, be sure to modify the wording that is embedded in your Learning Management System, so 
that correct verbiage appears in printed and electronic participant lists and certificates. 

 

Midwest Multistate Division 
P.O. Box 105228 
Jefferson City, MO  65110 
midwestnurses.org 
573-636-4623 

Have questions?  Email: 
Judi Dunn  NPRL@midwestnurses.org 
Carol Walker NP@midwestnurses.org 
Belinda Heimericks  LNP@midwestnurses.org 
Sara Fry  sara@midwestnurses.org 

 


